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Andrew Gabriel’s book The Lord is the Spirit presents a well-written, in-
novative and effective critique of classical theism. The primary ap-
proaches to this in recent decades have been by way of Christology, an 
analysis of the nature of love or through feminist analysis of women’s 
experience. The Lord is the Spirit shows how pneumatology clashes with 
classical theism’s understanding of God as unaffected by the world so 
well, that reading it made me wonder why no one had thought of doing 
this before. It is a significant contribution to pneumatology and the 
doctrine of God.  
 In her critique of classical theism, Elizabeth Johnson retains as-
pects of its emphasis on the radical transcendence of God, but insists 
that the world does make a difference to God—that God has a real rela-
tion to it.1 Gabriel does much the same. He argues that as “a divine per-
son, the Holy Spirit is omnipotent.”2 However, he also argues that the 
Spirit characteristically acts in history in a kenotic way, humbling itself, 
giving up omnipotence in its relations with humanity so that it does not 
tend to act unilaterally in relation to people, but rather engages our 
freedom, working with and empowering us. What happens in creation 
and redemption affects the Spirit, and so affects God.  
Gabriel insists that the Holy Spirit acts to build up the church 
and move creation towards the coming reign of God. In addition to be-
ing powerful, the Spirit is holy. Gabriel describes the holiness of the 
Spirit as its character of love and purity. The Spirit always works good. 
It overcomes sin and never commits it. According to Gabriel the “Spir-
it’s power aims in one direction,”3–“to renew all things, not destroy 
them.”4 
 This insistence brings Gabriel into debate with Mark Wallace. 
Wallace argues that at times the Spirit does inspire actions or acts in 
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ways that are violent, destructive and vengeful.5 According to Wallace 
the Holy Spirit has a “double identity as friend and foe,”6 and “evil is a 
mystery within the divine life itself.”7 Gabriel disagrees. “Even if one did 
concede that the Spirit had a … [sinister] side, one must also realize that 
this … is clearly not characteristic of the overall activity of the power of 
the Spirit.”8 I want to focus on this exchange, which is only one of many 
in Gabriel’s book. I think Gabriel is right to argue that there is no sinis-
ter side to God. But he overlooks how in working to sustain and re-
deem creation, the Holy Spirit may work to destroy some relationships, 
institutions and even living things, that are good, for the sake of a great-
er good. In so doing the Holy Spirit acts creatively and redemptively by 
cutting into itself,9 sacrificing its own work and presence in parts of cre-
ation for the sake of something more. 
 Versions of this debate between Gabriel and Wallace about the 
nature of God can be found in Scripture, particularly in the book of 
Job. It recently occurred between Biblical theologians Walter Brug-
gemann and Paul Hanson. In his Theology of the Old Testament10 Brug-
gemann argued that there is a tension, a contradiction “within the very 
character”11 of God, between God’s love, mercy and justice, and the 
freedom of God to act at times with violence that cannot be justified.12 
In response Hanson argued that viewed canonically, Scripture portrays 
God as having a consistent moral character.13 Hanson notes, for in-
stance, that in the Babylonian conquest God did bring destruction on 
Judah, but for the purpose of correction. Such judgment is an expres-
sion of God’s holiness, made to prevent the universe from lapsing into 
amorality.14 
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 This debate also surfaced in a discussion about the presence of 
the Holy Spirit in nature between Elizabeth Johnson and Jay McDaniel. 
According to Johnson “the Spirit is the creative origin of all life.”15 
McDaniel described orcas battering a gray whale to death and asked, 
how is the Holy Spirit present in this “fury and violence of nature.”16 
For McDaniel, God is present in both predator and prey. As the possi-
bility of life for the orcas is actualized through killing the gray whale, the 
possibility of life for the gray whale is cut off.17 “This suggests that there 
is tension and perhaps agony in the Spirit itself.”18 Here we are close to 
Brueggemann’s characterization of God. Johnson answered that the vio-
lent and wasteful predatory behavior of orcas “shapes the ecosystem oc-
cupied by thousands of other creatures who have evolved in tandem 
with it and depend on it for their survival.”19 The Spirit’s action in giv-
ing life to the orcas causes the destruction of other Spirit-created crea-
tures, but is characterized by a moral purpose.  
 We can see in both the conquest of Judah and the predatory 
practices of the orca instances of a particular dynamic of the Holy Spir-
it, that of the Holy Spirit cutting into itself. This dynamic transpires in 
many different dimensions of life. It can involve horrifying violence as 
Brueggemann and McDaniel point out. When the Spirit cuts into itself, 
one Spirit-created form of life, relationship, institution or culture is de-
stroyed for the sake of another. Thus as McDaniel argues, there is ten-
sion and agony in the Spirit in the course of its creative, sustaining and 
redeeming work. However, it is important to note that even in nature, 
not every act of violence is the Spirit cutting into itself. There is a dif-
ference between the Spirit cutting into itself and gratuitous violence.  
 At a fundamental level, the Spirit is the source and hope of life against 
violence and death. Some biblical traditions even hold out visions of an 
end to predator/prey relationships in the eschaton (Isaiah 65:25). Evil is 
not “a mystery within the divine life itself,” but a mystery that the divine 
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life confronts, suffers from, and works against in history, sometimes by 
sacrificing itself and what it has created. In nature, in the development 
of persons, institutions and societies, the Spirit at times cuts into itself 
is for the sake of a more diverse creation and to move creation closer to 
the reign of God.  
 We can see this in the debate beween Brueggemann and Han-
son. According to the prophets, the violent conquest of Judah by Baby-
lon was the Holy Spirit was cutting into itself, working under the condi-
tions of creaturely finitude to move creation closer to its divine destiny, 
as Hanson argues. But Brueggemann points to violence that cannot be 
justified in that particular event. When the Spirit cuts into itself, not all 
that happens is necessarily Spirit-inspired. People doing the Spirit’s 
work can sin too. Gabriel acknowledges all this in debate with Wallace. 
But what he does not acknowledge is that in nature and history, the 
Spirit cuts into itself not only to punish wrong or destroy evil, but at 
times to destroy one good for the sake of a greater good.  
 This is a dangerous idea. It could lead to blessing violence and 
destruction. Yet it is necessary, as it enables us to see how the Spirit is 
present in certain types of painful experiences. I do not know where the 
limits of this dynamic lie. The paradigmatic moment of it is the death of 
Jesus. Here a Spirit inspired person died for the sake of moving creation 
closer to the reign of God. Paul Tillich described Jesus’ death as a holy 
waste. The Spirit in Jesus was willing to waste itself so that Jesus might 
become the Christ.20 The killing of Jesus was a great sin, but in Jesus’ 
commitment to his calling and acceptance of death for its sake, it was 
also a moment in which the Spirit cut into itself to move the world 
closer to its eschatological destiny. The latter aim is an important safe 
guard against blessing all acts of negation and violence as the work of 
the Spirit. When the Spirit cuts into itself, it is for the sake of a greater 
good. There is also sinful or demonic destruction that is simply opposed 
to the Spirit.  
  As Gabriel notes, the work of the Spirit is directed towards “the 
overall aim of redemption and the kingdom of God.”21 But what Gabri-
el doesn’t acknowledge is that at times this involves the Spirit in the de-
struction of living beings, forms of life, institutions, relationships, that 
were good in and of themselves. When the Spirit cuts into itself, some-
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thing of the Spirit dies, for the sake of something greater being born or 
sustained. The renewal of all things comes by way of the cross. This 
dangerous idea can be distorted into the notion that suffering is a good 
in and of itself. To prevent this, one must always ask, who and what 
does this suffering serve?22  
                                                
22 Dorothee Soelle, Suffering (Philadelhpia: Fortress Press, 1975), 133-135. 
